Universidad de TEST

Sweden

University Information

University Name
City
Country
Website (general)
Website (exchange studies)
Brief Description of the University, Key Facts (4-10 sentences)

Study Periods

including Orientation and Exams

Autumn to
Spring to

Link to Academic Calendar
Comments

Language

Language(s) of Instruction
Language Pre-requisites
Comments
TOEFL iBT. Score:
Comments
IELTS. Score:
Comments
High School Diploma / Upper Secondary School
Comments
Other Tests or Language Qualifications
Comments
Test upon Arrival
Comments

Study Information
Level of study available to exchange students
[ ] Undergraduate [ ] Graduate
Links to courses for exchange students
Comments

Undergraduate Studies
Fields of Study available for undergraduate students
Number of credits required for completion of an undergraduate degree
Number of years required for completion of an undergraduate degree

Graduate Studies
Fields of Study available for graduate students
Number of credits required for completion of a graduate degree
Number of years required for completion of a graduate degree

Restrictions
Courses / fields of study not available for exchange students
Courses / fields of study with limited intake for exchange students

Insurance Information
All exchange students from Lund University are covered by Kammarkollegiets Student UT; https://www.kammarkollegiet.se/.
Additional insurance required
[ ] Yes [X] No

Insurance information

Expected cost

Comments

Accommodation

Additional costs

Useful Links